


USS Delphyne 9906.28


ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Grant:
:: On the Bridge::

FCO_Wall:
::leaves sickbay head down corridor::

OPS_Lynam:
::On Bridge at station::

EsShere:
@::on the starbase::

CO_Grant:
FCOHunter: Return us to Parking orbit about the station

CSOPoulos:
::at bridge station::

FCO_Wall:
::enters TL::

CO_Grant:
<FCOHUNTER>: aye aye sir :: enters parking orbit::

FCO_Wall:
TL: bridge

FCO_Wall:
::steps off TL onto bridge::

FCO_Wall:
CO: Im back ::walks over to FC standing next to Lt. Hunter::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Have all the Shuttle requests go through you, I don't want any accidents

CSOPoulos:
::begins checking for damage in sensors::

CO_Grant:
FCOWall: Glad to see you again, you had us worried for a while

OPS_Lynam:
::Startled out of deep thoughts::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Uh, right, aye sir.

FCO_Wall:
Lt Hunter: your relieved, send me a duty report by tomorrow morning

FCO_Wall:
<Lt. Hunter>: ::stands up:: will do sir

FCO_Wall:
CO: yeah I guess I was worried too ::grins::

EsShere:
::is packing up the rest of her belonings. She has been approved to become a temorary crew aboard the Delphyen::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Sir, could I talk to you for a minute?

FCO_Wall:
CO: I dont have any memory for I quess hours beginning short;y after I was beamed into the strange room

CO_Grant:
FCO: Fascinating, don't dissapear today

EsShere:
::she closes up all her bags.. not really wanting to go. The war has displaced her yet again, and she is no longer needed here::

CSOPoulos:
::finds small problem dispatches a repair crew to fix the error:::::

FCO_Wall:
CO: I will try not too ::sighs::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Did you say you wanted to talk to me?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Yes sir, just for a minute.

CO_Grant:
Wall: You have the bridge

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye

CO_Grant:
OPS: I will see you in my ready room

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the crew and sb personnel continue busying themselves with repairs and reports

CO_Grant:
:: gets up from chair and heads toRR::

FCO_Wall:
::walks over to CSO Poulos::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the counselor prepares to report to the Delphyne as it is continuing its repairs and helping the SB

EsShere:
@::makes notes to the Commander of the Starbase on all the crew that still require some kind of counseling and sends it to him::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Turns OPS over to another officer and follows CO to the Ready Room::

CSOPoulos:
::notices Wall..... grins::

CO_Grant:
::enters RR::

EsShere:
@::leaves her quarters and heads to board the Delphyne:

CO_Grant:
MR.Lynham: What is on your mind?

FCO_Wall:
:CSO: so what did I miss on the away team?

OPS_Lynam:
::Looks somewhat uncomfortable::

FCO_Wall:
CSO: what happened?

EsShere:
@::stands at teh docking bay waiting to be approved for entery holding one bag under her arm::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: comunication from SB inform them that the new counselor assigned temporily to them is on her way

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Well Captain, as you know Captain Spencer was reported missing on her way to rejoin the Crowne...

CO_Grant:
OPS: That is terrible, have they found here yet?

EsShere:
@::Is informed she will need to shuttle over. Is escorted by an Ensign to a shuttle::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Oh, I thought you knew.  Umm, no sir as far as I know they have not.  I was hoping, sir, that when we are finished here we could, umm, assist in the search.

CSOPoulos:
FCO:  a lot...  you apperantly got lost and were dragged in by 2 breen.  ::brushes hand through mustache::

FCO_Wall:
COM: SB: acknowledged

EsShere:
@::as the shuttle nears the Delphyne she catches her first glimps of the ship. A smile crosses her face ::

CO_Grant:
OPS: Unless we get new orders, we will resume our patrol of sector 12. Of course if we should find any news or evidence along the way I am sure we will help

CO_Grant:
OPS: Captain Spencer was a very special member of this crew at one time

EsShere:
@<shuttle> COM: Delph: Permission to dock Shuttle Galagar

CO_Grant:
OPS: Your concern is noted, lets finish up here and be on our way

OPS_Lynam:
CO: But sir, sector 12 is in the wrong direction.  We aren't that far away.

FCO_Wall:
CSO: no I was actually snatched by another transporter beam I think, from the Del's beam

FCO_Wall:
COM: Shuttle: Galagar permission granted

CO_Grant:
:: gets up to return:: OPS: SHe is a big girl and can take of herself . We will help if asked by Starfleet command

CSOPoulos:
FCO:  I wasn't too clear on what happened... just one sec I see you then... poof!

EsShere:
@::permission granted the shuttle parks its self in the main shuttle bay::

OPS_Lynam:
::Holds up a hand for one last shot::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: I understand, I would like to request that I be allowed to borrow a shuttlecraft and assit in the search myself, I have a few days leave coming...

CO_Grant:
OPS: Besides I need you back on the back on the bridge to co-ordinate our repairs here

FCO_Wall:
CSO: yeah I know I was beamed into a strange room problably some type of holoimaging room breen style ::grins::

CO_Grant:
OPS: I will consider it but not now besides we are getting a new counselour

CO_Grant:
::walks back onto the bridge, with Mr.Lynham in tow::

EsShere:
::stands out side of the shuttle bay wondering if she should contact the bridge or just muddle around until she finds her quarters.... she decides muddling is more fun::

CO_Grant:
MRWALL: Report

OPS_Lynam:
::Follows the CO, looking haggard.::

FCO_Wall:
CO: a shuttle Galagar has landed with a new crew member

CO_Grant:
MRWALL: Is it our new counselor?

FCO_Wall:
CO: excellant ::thinks to himself about time::

EsShere:
::rounds a curve in the corridor, noting how well maintained the ship is::

CO_Grant:
*PAX* : status of repairs?

OPS_Lynam:
::Plops back down in his chair and monitors the comm traffic::

CO_Grant:
OPS: GO find our new counselor and escort her to the bridge

CSOPoulos:
::all repair crews report all tasks complete.::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.  ::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Heads for the TL::

CO_Grant:
*PAX*: take the shuttle in bay send out repair team to help SB

FCO_Wall:
::sits back down at FC, enters and plots course for Sector 12::

FCO_Wall:
::runs diagnostics on FC systems::

CSOPoulos:
*Pax*  My repair crews have finished all reapairs of the sensors... they are at you disposal

OPS_Lynam:
Computer: Location of Counselor EsShere

EsShere:
::stops a crew member and asks where the CNS quarters or office is.. is directed to a panel::

OPS_Lynam:
<Computer>: Counselor EsShere is on deck 10, section 6

CO_Grant:
::observes the shuttle lauching with engineers headed for SB::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Heads for the proper section::

EsShere:
::finds out the information and enters a turbo lift:: TL: Deck two

FCO_Wall:
::suffers a dizzy spell....shakes heads....aleast not as bad as a few hours ago.......damn think what did the Breen use on me that Medical couldnt help::

OPS_Lynam:
;;Arrives on deck 10, sees no one::

EsShere:
::she knows htey know she is aboard otherwise security would be on her like sticky gum::

CO_Grant:
::observes Wall 's head bob oddly::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Thinks" What am I doing?::

OPS_Lynam:
*CNS*: Counselor?

CSOPoulos:
::visions of melomacarouna appear in his head::

EsShere:
::her COM badge beeps:: *OPS* Yes?

FCO_Wall:
::holds onto panel while it passes::

CSOPoulos:
::shakes it off and stands up to help Wall::

CO_Grant:
WALL: Are you ok

CO_Grant:
?

OPS_Lynam:
*CNS*: Yes, umm, the Captain has asked me to meet you and escort you to the bridge.  What is your location please?

FCO_Wall:
CO: yeah the Nurse in sickbay said this would occur and it would gradually fade away

EsShere:
*OPS* I am about to place my belongings in my quarters. Would you like ot come here or have me meet you on the bridge?

FCO_Wall:
CO: they have no clue to what the Breen use on me, we dont know much about the Breen as you know

CO_Grant:
Wall: Can you finnish your shift or do we need to call Med for a doctor?

OPS_Lynam:
*CNS*: Umm, I better come see you.  The captain will have me shot if I show up without you.  Where are your quarters?

FCO_Wall:
CSO: ::nods:: thanks

EsShere:
*OPS* Deck two.. i will stand outside the main TL

OPS_Lynam:
*CNS*:Acknowleged, I'll be ther in three minutes.

FCO_Wall:
CO: Im alright I will deal with it....I'll finish my shift.

EsShere:
::places her belongings inside her quarters and moves ot wait out side the TL::

CO_Grant:
::Sees reports from SB how repairs are nearly completed thanks to help from Delphyne's engineers::

CSOPoulos:
Wall: no problem...

CO_Grant:
CSO: what is status of our sensor arrays?

OPS_Lynam:
:;Arrives on deck 2, sees EsShere::

CSOPoulos:
CO: all sensor arrays are 100% operational

EsShere:
::watches as the TL doors swish open and Lynam steps out:.. she extends her hand:: OPS: I am Sedena Es'Shere

CO_Grant:
CSO: Including our AFT sensors?

FCO_Wall:
CO: course for Sector 12 plotted and laid in and ready....all FC systems check out 100%

CSOPoulos:
CO: I have a team there keeping an eye on them... at the moment they are fully functional

CO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged

CSOPoulos:
CO: but they are very, very, sensitive

EO_Pax:
@:::on the Starbase, looking over the many, many needed repair components needed:::

OPS_Lynam:
CNS: ::Takes her hand.  Fox Lynam.  Umm, if you'll follow me please.

CO_Grant:
CSO: good, keep them that way

EsShere:
::she looks up at him:: OPS: Alright

EO_Pax:
@:::walks over to a comm panel::: COMM: Now here this, engineering Alpha team consentrate the repairs on the primary damaged systems to the Delphyne, report in every so ofter, Pax out

FCO_Wall:
::while he waits, sits back into his chair and relaxes now that he is finished with FC duties::

OPS_Lynam:
::Turns and goes back into the TL. ::

EsShere:
::as they step into the turbolift:: OPS: Which department do you head? ::notes his pips::

EO_Pax:
@::::looks down at the PADD he is holding, looking over the damaged systems again:::

OPS_Lynam:
CNS: Huh? Oh, umm Operations.  TL: Bridge.

EsShere:
::sees his distraction:: OPS: So I take it a counselor is needed upon the delphyne.. or maybe you just have a vacant room?

CO_Grant:
Wall: FCOHUnter did a good job while you were out

EO_Pax:
@*CO*I have some news I think you would like to hear sir

FCO_Wall:
CO: ::jokes:: OF course she does she gets enough practice ::luaghs:: I guess Im the designated crew member to kidnapp and tortore

EO_Pax:
@:::flips up his face plate used for welding:::

OPS_Lynam:
CNS: ::Smiles sheepishly:: Sorry.  I suppose your services could be useful around here at that.

EsShere:
::gives him a small smile:: OPS: good I would not want to be of no use.. maybe you could point them out to me with a nudge and a wink. ::is teasing him she feels he is nervous::

EsShere:
::steps out onto the bridge::

EO_Pax:
@<ALphateam>::after some time working::*EO* Primary systems have been restored sir, any other damaged can be repair enroute

FCO_Wall:
::notices a new crew member enters from the TL::

CSOPoulos:
::sees the lady walk onto the bridge... hmmm must be the new cns::

EO_Pax:
@*CO*Sir, Primary damaged has been repaired, secondary repairs can be completed enroute...

OPS_Lynam:
CNS: I'll be sure to do that...um, what should I call you?  Lieutenant, Counselor?...

CO_Grant:
COMM:RepairTEam: Good job, MR.Pax return via shuttle to the Delphyne we are going to leave shortly

EsShere:
OPS:Lt or Counselor or whatever makes you conmfortable.. ::turns to see hte Captain and goes over to  him:: CO: Captain Grant? Sedena Es'Shere

EO_Pax:
@::::gathers his team and heads for the shuttle::::

CO_Grant:
:: stands and turns to greet new counselor:;

OPS_Lynam:
:;Goes back to his station::

EO_Pax:
@:::closes the shuttle, hatch, gets departure clearance and takes off::::

CO_Grant:
Es'shere: welcome aboard MS.Es'shere , I am glad you have come.

EsShere:
CO: Thank you captain I am more than glad to be here.. ::smiles::

FCO_Wall:
::looks over as Lynam returns back to his station::

EO_Pax:
@:::fires shuttle thrusters and heads for the Delphyne:::

CO_Grant:
Es'shere: I hope Mr.lynham has been taking good care of you

EsShere:
CO: Yes, He has. Found me wandering the ship I am afraid.. I like to take a peek before I report.. hope you do not mind.

OPS_Lynam:
::Sees Wall and remembers...::

EO_Pax:
@*Comm* Delphyne thi s is Pax, odocking now

OPS_Lynam:
::Goes over to Wall and leans over to him::

CO_Grant:
::smiles :: Ms Es'shere , I don't mind the Delphyne is a beautiful ship and I often admire it.

EsShere:
CO: She is a beautiful ship, and I am in awe of her already

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: (Quietly) I forgot, you don't know.  August's shuttle is missing.  She never made it back to the Crowne.

FCO_Wall:
OPS: ::whispers:: What! What happened?

CO_Grant:
MS.Es'shere: I am sure we will get more acquanted during your reception in the ship's lounge. Arranging that will be the responsibility of our 2nd officer, Mr. Wall

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: I don't know.  I guess I was the only one who knew on board.  I asked the captain to allow us to help search but he vetoed the idea.

CO_Grant:
OPS: alert me when the repair team has returned

EsShere:
CO: A reception? No need to go to that trouble Captain ,, although i would like to meet the crew.. ::nods yes at him::

CO_Grant:
CNS: take your seat, we will be underway shortly

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.  Heads back to his station.

FCO_Wall:
OPS: well is Starfleet going to search for her?

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: I think they already are.

EsShere:
::takes note on the two officers in a huddle::

CO_Grant:
:: observes blinking light from OPS panel::

CO_Grant:
OPS: is that  a  message from Eng team?

EsShere:
CO: Alright. ::turns and sits down, she has neer had a "seat:" on a bridge before. It feels different but nice.

FCO_Wall:
OPS: thats good, please keep me informed, I would appreciate it. ::becomes worried about the news::

OPS_Lynam:
::Sits down in chair and checks the message::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir, they have returned.

CO_Grant:
OPS: very good

CO_Grant:
COMM:SB191: we are on our way to Sector 12

CO_Grant:
FCO: engage course to sector 12, warp 4

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye ::engages Warp 4::



ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><><END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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